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WPL 17 ACS classic compact plus Set 1.1
AIR SOURCE HEAT PUMPS PRODUCT-NO.: 204264

Set a new standard in new build

The outdoor air source heat pump in this set makes use of advanced inverter

technology to deliver a pleasingly high level of efficiency.Its equipment features

ensure that you have the best possible supply of DHW in your home at all

times.The cooling function is included.You can therefore provide yourself and your

family with a refreshing level of living comfort even on hot days.

The combi unit included in the set, comprising a DHW cylinder and buffer

cylinder, allows you to use hot water and heat at any time in a particularly

economical way.The integral buffer cylinder stores thermal energy that isn't

currently needed and releases it to the heating circuit when it is.At the same time,

it also boosts the reliability of the system as a whole.Thus making sure that you're

plentifully supplied.An additional benefit of this integral cylinder is the option for

cooling via an underfloor heating system or fan convectors.Despite this extensive

functionality, you need nothing more than a compact appliance which takes up

only minimal space.

The main features

Set comprising the outdoor air source heat pump for heating and cooling, and the
HSBC 180 Plus integral cylinder

Inverter technology for high efficiency and low energy bills

Low noise emissions due to intelligent appliance design

Operating noise can be further reduced in night mode ("silent mode")

Flow temperature of up to 60 °C for high hot water convenience

Combi unit comprising a DHW cylinder and buffer cylinder halves the installation
space required for separate cylinders

Compact, reliable and energy saving for use in family homes
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Set-Components

Type HSBC 180 Plus

Product set WPL 17 ACS
classic compact

plus Set 1.1

Technical data

Standby energy consumption/24 h at 65 °C 1.29 kWh

Nominal capacity, DHW cylinder 178 l

Nominal capacity, buffer cylinder 80 l

Surface area, heat exchanger 1.59 m²

Capacity, heat exchanger 10 l

Height 1910 mm

Width 605 mm

Depth 917 mm

Height when tilted 1986 mm

Weight 134 kg

Further information about the set components can be found under the respective product. The necessary T-support or wall mounting
bracket is available as an accessory.
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Contact information

You have questions? We appreciate to help you:

Call +27 10 001 85 47 Write an email to info@stiebel-eltron.co.za

Installation information

Please ask your local power supply utility or a registered electrician to install

appliances that are not fully wired, i.e. ready to plug in. The electrician should

also be able to assist you with obtaining the agreement of the respective power

supply utility required for the appliance installation.


